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The range dependent boundary condition imposed by a rough ice 
surface serves to couple the normal modes of an underwater a- 
coustic field. Beginning with the parabolic wave equation, the 
solution is expanded in terms of normal-mode depth functions 
modulated by random amplitudes. A system of master equations 
for the quantities <an (r)an*(r)> is derived, where the an(r) 
are the normal-mode amplitudes, and the brackets indicate an en¬ 
semble average. The master equations determine the mean power 
in each mode as a function of range, describing the transfer of 
energy between modes. Explicit relations for the coupling coef¬ 
ficients are obtained in terms of the spectrum of the rough sur¬ 
face. Transmission loss, intensity redistribution and the ap¬ 
proach to equipartition of energy as functions of range and depth 




The problem of acoustic scattering from the rough ice cover 
of the Arctic Ocean has been of considerable interest for a long 
time because the effect is unavoidable. To the present, the mul¬ 
tiple scattering phenomenon has not been considered with the ex¬ 
ception of recent work by Kryazhev,et al^. The present work will 
be compared in detail with the Soviet work in a future report. 
The present calculation makes use of the method of parabolic 
equations (forward scattering, long range, kQr>>l) introduced to 
2 
underwater acoustics by F. D. Tappert to study long-range propa¬ 
gation. The medium we consider is the Arctic Ocean whose sound 
speed profile is taken to be bilinear3. The shape of the inter¬ 
face between the under-ice cover and the water is n(r), where n(r) 
is a random ice roughness function represented by its wavenumber 
distribution. The integral of this wavenumber distribution is the 
r.m.s. under-ice amplitude squared. The form of the wavenumber 
distribution is motivated by previous research carried out by 
4 
Hibler, et al* and is taken here to be Gaussian. 
The rough surface causes the initial acoustic intensity to be 
redistributed as a function of depth. It is also found that the 
energy per mode approaches equipartition as the observation range 
approaches long ranges. 
The reader is referred to Ref. 5 to obtain further details to 
the calculations shown below. It is noted here that this is a pre¬ 
liminary report to be followed by a report including comparison 
to experimental data. 
Digitized by the Internet Archive 
in 2020 with funding from 




Consider a point source at point (0,Zg) in a cylindrical 
coordinate system, emitting an acoustic signal at angular fre¬ 
quency co. The problem is to describe the average effect of a 
randomly distributed rough surface on the distribution of 
energy within the ocean waveguide. Of particular interest is 
the average intensity as a function of range and depth 
I(r,z) = <p(r,z)p*(r,z)> where p(r,z) is the pressure ampli¬ 
tude . 
We begin with the equation satisfied by the envelope 
modulating the cylindrical plane wave, i.e. the parabolic wave 
equation: 
2ikg3i|>(r,z)/3r + 32ij;(r,z)/3z2 (1) 
+ kg (n2 (z) - 1) ip (r,z) =0 , 
where the envelope function ip(r,z) satisfies the following 
boundary conditions: 
ip (r, n (r) ) = 0 , (la) 
3i^ (r,z) /3z 
Z=H “ ° ' 
(lb) 
iM0,z) = (87rkQ) ~1//2<$ (z - zQ) , (lc) 
where n(r) represents the randomly distributed boundary between 




Performing the coordinate transformation 
*N* 
and rewriting ip(r,z) as ip (r' , z ' ) exp (i6 (r' , z ') ) y Eq. (1) be¬ 
comes (dropping the primes, suppressing the arguments for con¬ 
venience and imposing conditions on 0(r',z’)) 
i3$/3r + (l/2kQ)32^/3z2 + (k0/2)(n2(z) - 1)$ 
- kQz32n/3r2J = 0 , (3) 
®(r,0) = 0 , (3a) 
3$/3z|z=H = 0 , (3b) 
$ (0, z) = (8TrkQ) 1//26(z - zQ) , (3c) 
where z^ = z^ - n(0). The random boundary condition (Eq. (la)) 
becomes a "flat surface" boundary condition at the expense of 
introducing an additional perturbative term in the parabolic 
wave equation. 
The envelope function, ip, is expanded in terms of a 
complete set of "states" or normal modes, defined by the unper¬ 
turbed sound-speed profile. Each normal mode is modulated by 




$(r,z) = a (r)<J> (z)exp[i(A - k /2)r] , 




[(l/2kQ)32/3z2 + (k0/2)n2(z) ]<j)n(z) = A^tz) , 
H 
4> (z) 4> (z) dz = 6 . 
n m nm 
Inserting Eq. (4) into Eq. (3) and using the orthonormality of 
the normal-mode depth function, one finds, upon equating the 
coefficients of <f>n (z) exp [i (A - kg/2)r], that the random 
amplitudes satisfy the coupled mode equations, 
da (rl/dr = l / , c (r)exp(iA r)a (r) , 




A = A - A , 
mn m n 
H 
c (r) = 
mn 
<J> (z) H (r, z) <f> (z) dz 
m Yn 
= -knZ 32n(r)/3r2 , 
0 mn v ' ' 
with 







d> (z)z6 (z)dz , 
m rn 
0 
is the "dipole moment". The coupling coefficients, cmn(r)' 
are real and symmetric. The coupling coefficients are 
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expressed in terms of a Fourier integral representation. Im¬ 
posing the conditions that the mean amplitude of the surface 
roughness is zero and that correlations of coupling coeffi¬ 
cients be spatially stationary, we obtain specific conditions 
on the Fourier amplitudes. Integrating Eq. (5) from r to 
r + Ar, where Ar << r, to second order in the coupling coeffi¬ 
cients and anticipating use of the above mentioned statistical 
properties of the Fourier amplitudes, an approximate expression 
for the a (r) is obtained. One then constructs the average 
n 
correlation amplitude between modes n and m applying the random 
phase approximation (this quantity appears in the average 
intensity): 
A (r) = <a (r) a* (r) > = <|a (r) | 2 > <5 
nm n m 1 n 1 nm 
= A (r)6 
n nm 
(6) 
Using the expression for an(r) obtained by integrating the 
coupled mode equations, we obtain the master equations govern¬ 
ing the evolution of A^(r) as one steps out in range: 
dA (r)/dr = r® [A (r) - A_ (r) ] , (7) 
n r _> 1 nm m n 
m^n 
where 
rs = rs =2-TTkn I Z I 2 k4P, (k) 
nm mn 01 nm1 1 
k=A 
nm 
with (k) being the under-ice surface wavenumber distribution 




Eq. (7) is amenable to physical interpretation. If mode 
n has the largest energy content at some range, then Eq. (7) 
tells us that as we step out in range, mode n will lose energy 
to the other modes of the system (dA /dr < 0). If in the 
n 
process of releasing this energy, mode n' / n obtains a 
larger share of the energy than the other modes, then a mode 
n' will release energy to the other modes (dA^./dr < 0). This 
mixing of energy continues as one marches out in range until 
sufficient multiple scattering has occurred such that the 
energy becomes equipartiioned. In that case A (r) ■+• A (r) or 
m n 
dA (r)/dr •+ 0. From Eq. (7) , summing over all modes, one 
finds 
a? E Vr)1 ■0 - 
n 
or 
\ A (r) = constant = , A (0) . (8) 
n n 
In view of Eq. (8) and the interpretation of Eq. (7) we con¬ 
clude 
A (r) for all n = 1,N , (8a) 
n in 
where N is the total number of modes in the system (restricted 
to include all propagating modes). 
Eq. (8) is a statement of energy conservation, which 
should be expected since we are considering initially a medium 




We begin with the master equations 
dA (r)/dr = l r^(Am(r) 
m^n 
- Vr» (9) 
Defining 
a_= (i - 6 )rs - 6 J rs ^ nm J nm -nm L nm nm; n n n£ 
(10) 
where l is a dummy index * Eq. (9) can be rewritten as 
dAn(r)/dr = l Ajr) 
m (ID 
or in matrix notation 
dA (r) /dr = A A (r) (11a) 
Defining P to be the matrix whose columns are comprised of the 
eigenvectors of A with eigenvalues d, we define the quantity 
B (r) = P A(r) . 
(12) 
Employing the orthogonality of P (PAP = P PT * 1), 
Eq. (11a) becomes 
dB(r)/dr = D B(r) 
(13) 
where D = P1 A P is diagonal, the diagonal elements being 
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the eigenvalues of A. If we rewrite Eq. (13) as 
dB (r)/dr = [ D B (r) 
m “ mn n 
n 
(13a) 
using = "ldnJ6mn (Gerschgorin' s Theorem6), each 
element of Eq. (13a) can be solved 
Bm(r) = exp (-|djr> BmC0) . 
(13b) 
Inverting the transformation Eq. (12), Eq. (13b) yields 
A (D = l P k exp [-|d | r) Pfci Aj.(0)- 
n k,£ 
(14) 
Calculating An(r + R) we find 
Vr+R) = J, Pnk exp HdJR) Pk£ Vr). (15) 
Note that Eq. (15) is an exact relation, R is not limited in 
magnitude. Eq. (15) describes how to advance the average cor¬ 
relation amplitude to range r + R knowing its value at range r. 
In particular, if we know the initial value of A , i.e. A (0), 
n n 
we can calculate A^(r) for-any range r > 0 using Eq. (15). 
Numerically, in order to avoid recalculating a double summa¬ 
tion, which is time consuming and uses unnecessary storage, we 
define the matrix Cni(R) by 
Cni(R) = l ?nt exP HdkW P k k l (16) 
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This matrix can be calculated once for each roughness setting and 
stored. Eq. (15) is recast into the form 
Vr+R) = l CnJl(R) (17) 
In Eq. (17), C can be regarded as a "translation operator". 
The quantity of interest here is 
I (r, z) = IP v. r < (13) 
Z An(r) An(r) _ (18a) 
I(r,z) is called the average intensity and does not depend on t 
within the context of our model. Removing the cylindrical spread¬ 
ing factor, 1/r, J(r,z) shows how the rough surface affects the 
propagation of the acoustic signal. We make use of the initial 
condition to find 
an(0> = ((2ir/k0) 1/2/4ir) <j>n(zQ) (19a) 
and thus 
VO) = (V8irk0) «n2(z0) . (19b) 
Knowing this initial condition completely determines the average 
intensity. 
- We now discuss calculation of the normal-mode depth functions, 
♦ (z). The depth functions are calculated by a multiple shooting 





applied to the ocean waveguide. Similar techniques were used 
before in solving one dimensional radial Schroodinger equations. 
Boundary conditions are imposed at z = 0, H, then the normal 
mode depth equations are integrated (by a Numerov scheme) from 
the surface into the deep ocean and simultaneously from the 
ocean floor upward. The integrations continue to a matching 
point somewhere in between. In the process of integrating a trial 
eigenvalue is used (it is initially estimated using a WKB approach). 
A comparison of the solution at the matching point is performed to 
properly match the upward and downward integrations. This also 
allows one to improve the initial guess made for the eigenvalue 
for that particular mode. The improvement of the eigenvalue esti¬ 
mate is carried out by an iterative process and continues until con¬ 
vergence to some preset error is reached. 
The diagonalization of the matrix A and calculation of its 
eigenvalues are performed by subroutines developed by the Argonne 
National Laboratory in a program package called EISPACK. The sub¬ 
routines are called TRED2 and IMTQL2. TRED2 reduces a real sym¬ 
metric matrix into a symmetric tridiagonal matrix. IMTQL2 takes 
the tridiagonal matrix and calculates its eigenvalues and eigen¬ 
vectors. It forms the orthogonal matrix P whose columns are the 
eigenvectors of A. 
The above subroutines (TRED2 and IMTQL2) are employed in a 
computer code to perform the manipulations leading to the con¬ 
struction of A and the subsequent implementations of Eqs. (17) 
and (18). The results of the calculations of the normal modes 
are read in from an external tape. 
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IV. APPLICATION TO ARCTIC ICE SCATTERING 
A. MODELS 
We represent the velocity profile as bilinear: 
c(z)/c. = a + bz , 0<z<z 
u — — m 
= c + dz , z < z < H , 
in — — 
(20) 
where a = 1, b = 3.48765 x lO^m"1, c = 1.006106525 
and d =» 1.67741 10 ^ m z is the depth at? which the two posi- 
m 
tive gradients b and d meet; z = 337.332 m. H is the Arctic 
m 
Ocean depth, taken to be 4 kilometers. 
The multiple shooting method developed to calculate normal 
modes in the non-ice covered ocean has, been, adapted ta calculate 
the normal modes for the bilinear profile. Because of the struc¬ 
ture of the Arctic velocity profile, there are only RSR modes 
(RSRBR modes again will not be considered). Therefore the scat¬ 
tering will cause more rapid energy transfer among the RSR modes 
than in the nonpolar oceans. Thus equipartition is reached sooner 
as compared with nonpolar ocean scattering. 
An important point to be made is that due to the nature of 
the bilinear profile, it is necessary to use a different initial 
guess for the eigenvalues from the one used for the canonical pro¬ 
file of the deep sound channel. To estimate the initial eigenvalue 
we use the fact that the gradients are very small for the bilinear 
profile and approximate the profile as linear. We then go 
through the WKB analysis for this initial guess, using the con- 
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nection formulas, and obtain for our guess, 
Mj0) = (3bTr/2kn) 2/3 (2n + 3/2) 2/3 (21) 
A -fundamental difference between Arctic ice scattering and ocean 
surface scattering is the surface wavenumber spectrum. We take 
the under-ice surface wavenumber distribution (keel distribution) 
4 
to be Gaussian with r.m.s. wave height a and correlation length L: 
= (o’ L/tt ^ ) exp (-k2L2) (22) 
The value of L is based on experimental observation made by 
9 
0. I. Diachok. He measured the order of 10 ice ridges per 
kilometer. Thus we take L to be of order 100 meters. 
The corresponding master equations are 




rnm = r =2*(k 2a2LAi/7r1//2J exP L2) nm nm v o nra J ~ ^ nm J nm (24) 
where X ahd Z have the same meaning as before, 
nm nra 
Before going to the results, we mention the similarities 
and differences between our formalism and that given by Kryazhev, 
et al.1 They assume a fixed boundary, allow for volume attenuation 
in the ice and bottom, formally consider 2-D transverse phenomena 
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and their integral "transport equation"/ satisfied by A^(r), must 
be calculated at every range point r. In our formalism/ the sur¬ 
face can be moving or fixed. The moving surface application al¬ 
lows us to calculate long-range power spectra. We have not yet 
described dissipative mechanisms in our formalism/ but this has 
in fact been done as explained below. Our formalism is much more 
efficient when it comes to calculating A^r). Finally, they cal¬ 
culate a quantity called the propagation anomaly (PA) related to 
our transmission loss (TL) by 
PA = TL + 20 log (r/r.) (25) 
where r^ = 1 yd. 
Attenuation due to surface scattering has been studied by Marsh, 
Schulkin and Kneale^. The factor 
sine/r1 
in the attenuation constant is evaluated for a limiting ray whose 
vertex depth is 1 km. 
Since 
sinQ^e = {l-(Co/CU) )2}1/2 
and 
C0/C(z) » (1 + dz)"1 
with r^ being determined by ray theory 
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(rl 2 29Q/d, 0Q initial rav direction) 
it is found that 
sin0/r1 = 0Q/r1 * d/2 , 
which is independent of r^. Thus an empirical relation ex¬ 
pressing ice scattering per unit distance (dB/km) is obtained, 
which depends upon the source frequency, f, and the r.m.s. sur¬ 
face roughness, a : 
SMSK “ 9.3373 x 10‘6 f3/2 a8/5 dB/km . (26) 
For a frequency of 90 Hz with r.m.s. surface roughness of 
3 meters, SMSK = .0462 dB/km. Ref. 1, Fig. 6 (curve 3) indicates 
that the attenuation is approximately .043 dB/km. Thus to com¬ 
pare the propagation anomaly of Kryazhevr et al^ with the present 
calculation we need to evaluate: 
P.A. = TL + 20 log10(r/r1) - 9.3373 x 10“6f3/2a8/5r . (27) 
B. RESULTS 
Figure 1 describes the quantity J(r,z) (see Eq.(18a) 
as a function of depth for two particular ranges. The function 
J(r,z) explicitly indicates the effect of the rough surface 
(through the amplitude An(r) ). One concludes from this figure 
that the rough surface serves to redistribute the initial 
(r = o km) intensity distribution as one steps out to long 
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(r = 200 ton) ranges. It is clear from Fig. 1 that the intensity 
distribution approaches uniformity in the sense that it is no 
longer possible to distinguish the source position relative to 
other depths. Figure 2 numerically verifies equipartition 
(Eq.(8a) ) for two particular modes, mode 1 and mode 51. Compar¬ 
ing the approach to equipartition in the deep ocean (Atlantic or 
Pacific) one notes that the approach to equipartition in the Arctic 
occurs at a more rapid rate. The reason is that in the Arctic 
Ocean all modes are RSR modes . Figure 3 displays transmission 
loss as a function of range for various surface roughnesses. A 
source with frequency 50 Hz (60 modes are calculated to include 
all RSR modes) is placed 267 m below the surface. The receiver is 
at a depth of 260 m. As the roughness of the surface increases, 
so does transmission loss. For a surface of r.m.s. height 10 meters 
there is an additional loss at 200 ton from the source of 5-6 dB 
to a surface of r.ra.s, heicrht 3 merter'S'. Comparison of 
our theoretical predictions with experimental observations shown by 
H. W. Kutschale3 explicitly indicate the need to include surface 
and bottom loss. If Eq.(26) is employed to account for ice 
attenuation, then the additional transmission loss corresponding 
to r.m.s. height of 3 meters at 50 Hz is approximately 20 dB at 
1000 ton, in closer agreement with experimental observation. The 
remaining discrepancy can be attributed to the bottom loss not ac¬ 
counted for in our model. 
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Figure 4 compares the result of our formalism to 
the work done by Kryazhev,et al^. The r.m.s. roughness is 3 
meters. The correlation length of the surface flucuations is 
50 meters. The source depth is 50 meters and the receiver is 
located 100 meters below the surface. The source frequency is 
90 Hz. The solid line represents the propagation anomoly by 
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Mean intensity at two specific ranges (0,200 km) 
as a function of depth, with the cylindrical spread¬ 
ing factor removed. The source frequency is 50 Hz, 
the r.m.s. roughness is 10 m., the source depth is 
267 m. 
Verifies the approach to equipartition of energy 
(Eq.8a). Same frequency,source depth and r.m.s. 
roughness as for Figure 1. 
Transmission loss as a function of range for 3 r.m.s. 
roughnesses. Source depth 267 m., receiver depth 
260 m, frequency 50 Hz. 
Propagation anomaly (see Eqs. 25 and 27). Source 
frequency is 90 Hz, source depth is 50 m. r.m.s. 
roughness 3 m, correlation length 50 m., receiver 
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DOCUMENTATION OF WIND 
AND PROGRAM LISTING 
dAn(r)/dr = J r^(Am(r) - An(r)} 
GAMA 
Matrix in master equations (meter) 
P 
Matrix whose columns are the eigenvectors of GAMA 
DG 
Elements are the eigenvalues of GAMA 
XKPA 
Elements are the eigenvalues corresponding to the 
normal~mode depth functions. 
PHIN, PHIM 
Normal-mode depth functions 
ZZ 




Used to calculate various quantities, such as, 
intensity, transmission loss, equipartition, etc. 
XR 




Sound speed at ocean surface, meters/sec. 
NM 
Number of modes 
DELTR 
Range increment in meters 
NR 
Number of points in total range (NR-1 is the number 
of divisions of total range) 
SD 
Source depth in meters 
KO 
Acoustic wavenumber, meters ^ (Real) 
SIGMA 
r.m.s. surface roughness, meters 
CL 
Surface roughness correlation length, meters 
FREQ 
Acoustic source frequency, Hz 
ALPHA 









PROGRAM rtIND( INPUT, OUTPUT, TAPE5*INPUT,TAPE6*OUTPUT, TAPE9, TAPE 10) 
THIS PROGRAM PLOTS LOG OF RATIO OF INTENSITY TO POINT 
SOURCE INTENSITY AT I METER 
PLOTS RANGE TIMES INTENSITY 
PHI IS TO d£ IN RADIANS 
COMMON/A/FRED,SD,SIGMA 
REAL KOSQ.KO 
COMMON GAMAC II4,II4),P(1I4,I I 4) ,0G< I I 4) ,XKPA( I I 4 ) ,DN (,I I 4 ) ,DE( 1 I 4) , 
IPHIN(201),PHIM(20 I).ZZC20I),E(I 14),AX(101, II4),P0WRC101),XR(101) 
DIMENSION PHINdtI 14,201) 
DATA HTL/8HRUM) /.VTL/IOH TL(Qd) /, VTL I/7HA (KM) *N/ 
f,VTL2/7ri P*E+I /,HTL3/4HZ(M)/,VTL3/6riP/PMAX/. 
♦HTL4/3H N /,VIL4/8H-L0G/QG// 
NAMELIST/VAL/SIGMA,THRESH,CL 








7 FREQ*CO/ SORT C KOSQ) 
IF(NM.Gr.NMM)GO TO 76 
C SKIP OVER THE EIGENFUNCTIGNS 
NZl*NZ-l ' 
KO*SQRT(KOSQ) 
DO 40 1*1,NMM 
40 READ <9) 
READ (9) (XKP A(I),1*1,NM) 
DO 85 1*1,NM 
d5 XKPA(I)*XKPA(I)**2/(2.*<0) 
DZ*H/NZ1 
DO 30 1*1,NZ 
60 ZZCI)*(1-1)*UZ 
4 READ VAL 
IF(E0F(5)J77.51 




d4» | ,/( 1 . +d£TA»H) **3 
DO 2 N*l , NM.M1 
REMIND 9 
IF(NPREV.LE.O) GO TO 9 
DO d I*I,NPREV 
d HEA0(9) 
9 DO 10 1*1,N 
I 0 READ(9) 
READ(9) PHIN 
N I *N> 1 






SUMA *0.3 *PH IN (NZ)*PriIM(NZ)*d4 
DO 60 I*2,NZl 






ZmN I = 3UMA*DZ 
C rt31 IE(6,1000)N,M,ZMN 
C1 000 FORMAT (I X, *ZMN( *, 13,*,*, 13,*)=*,El I .4) 
Z2=ZMN**2 
3=XX*CL**2 
IFCR.LE. I .E-8Kit) TO 22 
IF(R.GE.350.)G0 10 23 
DD=EXPC-R) 





GAMA(N,M)=( 2.*PI)*-GAMA(N,M)*(I.-< BETA*ZMNl/(XX*ZMN)))**2 
GAMACM,N)=GAMA(N,M) 
3 CONTINUE 
' 2 CONTINUE 
DO 3 7 [ =I,N M 
GSUM=0. 
DO 58 J=I,NM 
IF< J .EQ. I )G0 TO 58 
GSUM=G5UM*GAMA<J,I) 
58 CONTINUE 
57 GAMA( I.I)=-GSUM 
C DO 80 1=1,NM 
C 80 NRITEC6,1060)(GAMACI.J),J=l,I) 
C *********CALCULAIE.3 COHERENT DECAY LENGTHS********** 
CALL PL0rSoL(275,9HA. riEILIS) 
uO 15 1=I,NM 
15 DEC I)=-ALOGIO(AdS(GAMA(I,I))) 
DO 16 J=l,NM 
16 DN(J)“FLOAT(J) 
EMAX=DE(I ) 
DO 115 1=I,NM 
115 IFCDECI).GE.£MAX)EMAX=DE(I) 
EMIN=DE(I ) 
DO I I 6 J=l,NM 
116 IF(DE(J).L£.EMIN)EMIN=DE(J) 
NH4=3 




DO 17 1=1,N M 
17 DECI)=0. 
CALL FRAME 
Q *★★★*•*■*■*★ *■•*★★*-*.★★•*'★•*■* ★■*•★** *-**-Jt irxitirirtc _ 
GMAX=0. 
NMMI=NM-I 
DO 55 I=I,NMM I 
J M I N = I * I 
DO 36 J = JMIN,NM 




•<RI TE ( 6,600 )GMAX 
600 F0RMAT(*0 GMAX=*,EI1.4) 
C MUST PRINT GAMA ARRAY NOrt SINCE MAY 3E DESTROYED 8Y TRED2 
C rtRUE(6, 1062) 
C 1062 FORMAT(*OTHE LO»ER TRIANGLE OF THE GAMMA MATRIX FOLLOWS*) 
DO 571 1=1,NM 





CALL TRED2C NM,NM.GAMA,DG,E,P) 
CALL IMTQL2(MM,NM,DG,E,P,IERR) 
IF(IERR.NE.0)GO TO 500 
C wRITE(6,I069)FR£0 
Cl 059 FORMAn*QiHESE ARE THE EIGENVECTORS CORRESPONDING TO ACOUSTIC 
C IFREUUENCY *,F6.2) 
C DO 70 1=1 , NM 
C70 wR ITE (6,1060)(P(J,I).J=I,NM) 
1060 FORMAT(*0*, IOEI 1.4) 
WRITE(6,2223)FREO,NM,SD 
2223 FORMAT(* FREU=*,F6.2.* 4 MODES**,14,* SDEPTH=*,F7.3) 
WRITE<6,1061) 
1061 FORMAT!*OTHE EIGENVALUES ARE *) 
wRITE(6,1060)<QG(I),I=I,NM) 
DO I 8 1=1,NM 
DEC I)=-ALOGIO(A6S(DG(I))) 
18 IF ( I .EG.NM)DE (I ) =DE (I - I ) 
Nri4=3 
NV4=a 
X I = R I 
CALL GFX (DN ,DE, N.M, DN ( I ), DN (NM ), 4. , 6., XI. 
*DE(NM),HTL4,NH4,VTL4.NV4) 
CALL FRAME 
DO 101 1=1,NM 
DO 101 K=I,NM 
SUMd=0. 
DO 103 J*I,NM 
a 1=DG(J)*DELTR 
IF(ABS(X I).GE.675.64)GO TO 103 
r i=pc i,J)*pc<,j )*expcxi ) 
3UMd*SUMd*YI 
103 CONTINUE 
C dX IS REPLACED BV GAMA TO MIN. SPACE USED. 
101 GAMA(I,K)=SUM3 






DO 20 J =I,NM 






3333 FORMATC* CONST**,El 1.4) 
C WRITE(6,3334)AX<I,I),AX(I.50),AX(I,100) 
DO 30 1*1 , N M 
30 A X(I,I)*AX(1,1)*CONST 
C wRITEC6,3334)AX(I ,I ),AXC I.50) ,AX(I,I 00) 
C3334 FORMATC* AX(I,I,50, I 00)**,3EI 1.4) 
DO 62 L*2,NR 
LMI=L-I 
DO dI 1*1,NM 
SUMA*0. 




C222 FORMATC* AX(*,14,*,*.I 4,*)**,EI 1.4) 
61 CONTINUE 
32 CONTINUE 
C DO 701 L=2,NR 
C ENCUN=0. 

C DO /II I=I,NM 
C7 I I ENCON=ENCON+AX(L,I) 
C70I nRITE(6,99 99 5ENCON,L 
C9999 FORMAT(* ENCON"*,El 1.4,* RANGE=40TI MES*, 14 , *KM*) 





DO 27 N=I,NM 
27 READ (9) (PHINdCN, I ), 1*1,.MZ) 
XA»2.*ALOGIO(12./I 3.) 
XBI = AL0G10( 2.*Pl/C<0*C0NST)) 
DO 50J M=l ,6 
000= I 00,*FLOAT( M-1 5+100. 
NZY* I NT(DOD/DZ) +1 
rt I "DOD/DZ-FLOATCNZY) + I . 
SUMPI=0. 
DO 317 N*l,NM 
PHINA=rtI*PHINd(N,NZY+I 5 + ( I ,-,il )-*PHIN8 (M, MZY) 
dI 7 SUMP!=3UMPI+AX( I,N)*PHINA**2 
POrtR(I>=3UMPI 
C rtRITE(6,5035POrtR!1) 
C503 FORMAT(* POrtER!I,Z5=*,EI 1.4) 
POrtR ( I 5" I 0. *( ALOG 10 ( POrtR! I 5-*l3,/l2. 5+XA+XBI ) 
rtRITE!6,985POrtR!1 5 
93 FORMAf(IX,*LOG(I/S)( I)=*,EI1.4) 
IF!AdS!POrtR!I)).LT.30.5POrtR!I)=-80. 
IF(AdS(POrtR! I )) .GT. 130.) POrtR! J )-=— 130. 
DO 63 I=2.MR 
SUMP*0. 
DO 307 N= I,NM 
PHINX=rtI*PriIN B!N,NZY +1 5+( I .-Ml5*PHINB(N,NZY) 
307 SUMP=SUMP+AX!I.N)*PHINX**2 
POrtR(I)"SUMP 
POrtR( I )»I0.*<ALOG10!SUMP/!XR!15*1.E*3))+XA+X3 I ) 
C POrtR(I)=POrtR(I5+ALPHA*XR( I) 
C POrtR(I)"POrtR(I)+20.*ALOGI0!XR(I)*I.E+3*J3./12.) 
rVRI i'E(6,99 ) I, POrtR (I 5 
99 FORMAT!I X,"LOG!I/S)(*,14,*)=*,E1 I.4) 
IF(ABS(POrtK(I )).GT.30.5POrtR!I 5=-30. 
IF(AdS(POrtR(I )).GT. I 30.)POrtR(I)=-I 30. 
C IF<A3S(POrtR(I)).GT.I 5.)POrtR(I) = l5. 
C rtRITE!6,2323)I,000,SUMP,POrtR(I) 
C2323 FORMAT!* P(*,12,*,*,F7.2.*)=*,EI I.4,* LOG!P)=*.EI 1.4) 
63 CONTINUE 
C /MAX=G. 
C DO 327 I"I,NR 
C82 7 IFCPOrtR!I).GT.YMAX)YMAX=POrtR!I) 
C YMIN=YMAX 
C DO 337 I"I,NR 









DO 601 M=I,6 




DO 917 N*I,NM 

FH 1 NA=N I *PHlNd(N. N/. ( + I ) + C I I ) *PM1 Nd ( N , NZY ) 
9 17 oUMF I =GUMPI +-A X C I , N) *FHI!<A*=2 
PO..RC I )=dUMP I * I .E+2 
C nR Ilc(a,603)JOJ,POrtR(I) 
C603 FORmATC* f( I , *, F/.2, * J=*,E I 1.4 ) 
DO 73 1=2,NR 
SUMP=0. 
DO 907 N=I,NM 
PHINX=.Vl*PHIN3CN,NZY-H ) + ( I .--VI )*PHIN3(N,NZY) 
90 7 SUMF=SUMF+AX( I.N)*PHINX**2 
POrtR( I )=5UmP* I . E*2 
C rtHIfE(6,4343)I,D0D,3UMP 
C4343 FORMATC* P( *, 13, *, *, F7.2,*) = *, E 1 1.4) 
73 CONTINUE 
C YMX=0. 
C DO d47 1=1,NR 
C34 7 IFCPO.tRC I) .GT.YMX) YMX-PO.vRU ) 
C NRI TEC 6.4000) Y'AX 
C4000 FORMAT(* PmAX=*,EI I.4) 
C DO 651 1=1, NR 
C8a 7 POrttt(I) = P0aR(I)/YMa 
I F( M . Gf. I )Nri=-d 
XQ=o.5 
XM0=0. 
CALL YFXCXH,POi<R,NR,XR( I > ,XRC NR) ,0., I .,HTL, NH, VTL2,7,M,XQ,XMQ) 
601 CONTINUE 
CALL FRAME 




DO 79 1 N= I ,N;.(, 15 
NH=d 
C PHINX=NX*PHINBCN,NZY-H )*C I .-nX)*PHINB(N,NZY) 
DO 792 1=1,NR 
POrtRCI)=AXCI,N)*FLOAf(NM) 
IFCPOrtHCI).GT.2.)NHI TEC6,26)I,N,POrtRCI) 
26 FORMATC1X,*POrtR(*,13,=,*,13,*)= = ,Ell.4) 
792 IFCPONRC D.GT.2. JPONHC I) =2. 
CALL YFXCXR.POnR,NR,XRCI),XR(NR),0.,2.,HTL,NH,VTLI,7,N,XQ,XMQ) 
791 CALL FRAME 
DO 793 1=I,NR,10 
XI=FLOATCI- I)*DELTR/1.E*3 
IX-XI • 
I F< I.EQ. NR)GO TO 666 
IFCIX.GT.460.AND.(MOQCIX,3G0).NE.O))GO TO 793 
666 DO 794 J=I,NZ 
3UMX=0. 
OO 795 N=I,NM 
796 SUMX=5UMX*AXCI,N)*PHINB(N,J)**2 
794 p HIN C J ) = 5 UM X 
YMIX=0. 
DO 39 J=l,NZ 
39 IF(PHIN(J).CE.7MIX)YMIX=PHIN(J) 
DO 91 J=I,NZ 
91 PHIN(J)=PHIN C J)* I.E+2 
NH3=4 
NV3=6 





GO TO 4 
500 «HITEC6,1050)IERR 




IF(IERR.GE. I.AND.IERR.LT.2bl)WRITEC6, 1060)(DG(I).1=1,I ERR) 
GO TO 5 
76 rtRITE(6,1080)N MM 





INTEGER I ,J ,K,L,M,N, 11 ,N>1, MML . IERR 
REAL D(N),E(N),2(NM,N) 
REAL d.C,F,G,P,R,S,MACHEP 
MACHEP = 2. **(-4 7) 
C 
IERR 3 0 
IF (N .EG. I) GO TO 1001 
C 
DO 100 I =2. N 
100 Ed-1 ) 3 £( I) 
C 
E <N) 3 0.0 
C 
DO 240 L 3 I. N 
J 3 0 
C ***** «* x-Kk LOOK FOR SMALL SUB—DIAGONAL ELEMENT ********** 
I Ob JO 110 M 3 L, N 
IF (M .EQ. N) GO TO 120 
IF (ASS(E(M)) .LE. MACHEP * (ASSCD(M)) * A8S(D(M+I)))) 
a GO TO 120 
110 CONTINUE 
C 
120 P 3 DCL) 
IF CM .EQ. L) GO TO 240 
IF (J .EQ. 30) GO TO IOCO 
J 3 J + I 
C ********** FORM SHIFi ********** 
G 3 CD(L+I) - P) / (2.0 * ECL)) 
R 3 SQRi(G*G +1.0) 
0 3 0(M) — P * E(L) / (G * 5IGNCR.G)) 
S 3 I .0 
C 3 I .0 
P 3 0.0 
MML = M - L 
C ********** FOR I3M—I STEP -i UNTIL L DO — ********** 
JO 200 II 3 1, mML 
I 3 M - II 
F = S * E (I ) 
S 3 C * SC I) 
IF (ABS(F) .Lf. AdS(G)) GO TO 150 
C 3 G / F 
R 3 SORTC C*C +1.0) 
E (I +1 ) 3 F * R 
3 3 I . 0 / R 
C 3 C * 5 
GO TO I 60 
150 5 3 F / G 
R 3 SQRTC 3*5+1.0) 
£ ( I +1 ) 3 G * R 
C 3 1.0 / R 
S 3 5 * C 
160 G 3 D (I +1 ) — P 
R 3 (D(I) - G) * S + 2.0 * C * 3 
P 3 S * R 
DCI+i) 3 G + P 
G 3 C * R - B 





























JO 150 K = I, N 
F = Z(K,I+l) 
Z(K.I* I ) = 5 * ZCK,I) * C * F 





D (L) = DCL) - P 
ECU = 0 
E (M) = 0.0 
JO TO 105 
240 CONTINUE 
C x********* ORDER tIGENVALUES AND EIGENVECTORS ********** 
DO 300 II = 2, N 
I = II - I 
.< = I 
P = 0(1) 
c 
DO 260 J = II, N 
IF (D(J) .GE. P) GO TO 260 
< = J 
P = D(J ) 
260 CONTINUE 
IF (K .£0. I) GO TO 300 
Q(K) = DC I ) 
0(1) = F 
c 
DO 230 J = i , N 
F = Z(J,I ) 
ZCJ.I ) = Z( J,.<) 
ZCJ.K) = F 
230 CONTINUE 
( C 
3 00 CONTINUE 
GO TO 1001 
*********** SET ERROR — NO CONVERGENCE TO AN* 
EIGENVALUE AFTER 30 ITERATIONS *********» 
I 000 IE RR = L 
-■< RI f E (6,2 Os 0) L 
JdO FORMAi'C *0L= *,120) 
1001 RETURN 
*********** LAST CARD OF IMTGL2 ********** 
END 
SUBROUTINE TRED2CNM,N,A,D,E,Z) 
INTEGER I ,J .K.L.N.II, N M, J PI 
REAL A(NM,N),D(N),E C N),Z C NM, N) 
REAL F,G,H,HH,SCALE 
REAL 5uRT,A33,3IGN 
THIS SUBROUTINE IS A TRANSLATION OF THE ALGOL PROCEDURE TRED2, 
NUN. MATH. II, 131-195(1963) 3Y MARTIN, REINSCH, AND rtILKINSON. 
HANDBOOK FOR AUTO. COMP., VOL. II-LINEAR ALGEBRA, 212-226(1971). 
THIS SUBROUTINE REDUCES A REAL SYMMETRIC MATRIX TO A 
SYMMETRIC iRIDIAGONAL MATRIX USING AND ACCUMULATING 
ORTHOGONAL SIMILARITY TRANSFORMATIONS. 
ON INPUT- 
NM MUST BE SET TO THE HC)*« DIMENSION OF TNO-DIMENSIONAL 




























DI '■l EN5 I ()N 5 T A i EMEN i , 
N 15 THE ORDER OF THE MATRIX, 
A CONTAINS THE REAL SYMMETRIC INPUT MATRIX. ONLY THE 
LO-’fER TRIANGLE OF THE MATRIX NEED BE SUPPLIED. 
on ourpur- 
J CONTAINS THE DIAGONAL ELEMENTS OF THE TRIDIAGONAL MATRIX, 
E CONTAINS THE SUBDIAGONAL ELEMENTS OF THE TRIDIAGONAL 
MATRIX IN ITS LAST N-I POSITIONS. E(1) IS SET TO ZERO, 
Z CONTAINS THE ORTHOGONAL TRANSFORMATION MATRIX 
PRODUCED IN THE REDUCTION, 
A AND Z MAY COINCIDE. IF DISTINCT, A IS UNALTERED. 
QUESTIONS AND COMMENTS SHOULD BE DIRECTED TO 3. 5. GARBOrt, 
APPLIED MATHEMATICS DIVISION, ARGONNE NATIONAL LABORATORY 
DO 100 I 3 I , N 
DO 100 J - I, I 
Z( I , J ) 3 A( I ,J ) 
100 CONTINUE 
IF (N ,£Q. I) GO TO 320 
C *irx*-*-**-xirK FOR I=N SiEP ~l UNTIL 2 DO — ********** 
DO 300 II = 2, N 
I ■ N + 2 - II 
L = I - I 
H = J, 0 
SCALE 3 0.0 
IF (L .LT. 2) GO TO 130 
C ********** SCALE RON (ALGOL TOL THEN NOT NEEDED) *********** 
DO 120 < 3 I, L 
I 2J SCALE 3 SCALE + ABS(Z(I,K)) 
IF (SCALE ,NE. O.J) GO TO 140 
130 S( I) 3 Z( I ,D 
JO TO 290 
140 JO 1 oO .< = I , L 
Z(I,K) = Z( I,K) / SCALE 
H = H > Z( I,;<) * Z(I,iO 
150 CONTINUE 
F = Z (I, L) 
G 3 -SIGN(SQR T(H),F) 
E( I) 3 SCALE * G 
H = H - F *3 
Z ( I ,L ) 3 F - G 
F = 0.0 
C 
30 240 J 3 I , L 
ZU.I ) 3 Z(I,J) / (SCALE * H) 
j 3 0.0 
C ********** FORM ELEMENT OF A*U ********** 
DO 180 K = I. J 
180 G = G + Z(J,K) * Z(I,K) 
C 








IF (L .LT. UP 1 ) GO TO 220 
DO 200 K = JPI . L 
G = G ♦ Z(.< .J) * Z(I,K) 
********** FORM ELEMENT OF p ********** 
i(J) = G / H 
F = F + E(J ) * Z( I ,U) 
CONTINUE 
riri = F / (H * H) 
********** FORM REDUCED A ********** 
JO 250 J = I, L 
F = 2(1,J) 
0 = E (J ) - HH * F 
ECU) = G 
DO 260 K = l, J 
Z(J,.0 = Z (J, K) - F * E(K) - G * Z(I,K) 
260 CONTINUE 
JO 280 K = I , L 
280 Z <!,,<) = SCALE * Z( I,.<) 
C 
2yO 0(1) = H 
300 CONTINJE 
C 
320 0(1) = 0.0 
E(I) =0.0 
c ********** ACCUMULATION OF TRANSFORMATION MATRICES ********** 
JO 500 I = I, N 
L = I - I 
IF (0(1) .EG. O.J) GO TO 380 
30 360 J = I, L 
G =0.0 
DO 340 K = I, L 
340 G = G * Zd.iO * Z(K,J) 
JO 360 K = i, L 
Z(K, J) = Z(K,J) - G * Z(K,I) 
3oO CONTINUE 
3aJ 0(1) = Z( I , I ) 
Z( I, I) = 1.0 
IF (L .LT. I ) GO TO 500 
JO 400 J = I, L 
Z(I.J) = 0.0 




*********** last card of tredz ********** 
END 
3U6ROUTINE YFX ( X , i, N , XMIN. XMAX, YM IN, {MAX ,.HTL, NH, VTL. NV ,M, XQ, XMQ) 
DIMENSION TEXT(7),X(N), Y(N) 
C()mMON/A/FREG , SD, SIGMA 
JATA ( TEXT( I), I = I , 7)/1OHOO* I 00. 00, 1 OH()D= 200.00, 
+ 10riOD= 300. 00, IOHOO= 400.00, I 0ri()D= 500. 00, 1 0H()D= 600.00, 
* I0HOD= 700.00/ 
»«RI iE (6,201 4) (X( I ), 1 = 1 , N ) 
>nRI TE(6,20 I 4 ) (Y ( J ), J = I ,N ) 
20i4 FOR NAT(IX,I OS 11.4) 

Page 36 
I F (. irf. LE . 0) GO i’0 10 




IF<<d. = Q.0.5> NH=-NH 
CALL AX IS(0.5,X B.HTL,NH,5.,0.,XMIN.DX) 
CALL AX IS(U. 5,0.5, Vl'L.NV , d .,90.,YMIN,DY) 
CALL SYMBOL(0.5,XQ,.I,3H F*,J.0,3) 




CALL NUMBER(3,8,XQ,.1,5 IGMA ,0.0, I ) 
IFCXMQ.EQ.I.)Z=M 
IF(XMO.EQ.I.)CALL SYM30L(3.5, 6.0, . 1,6HM()DE ,0.0,6) 
IFUMQ.SQ. I . )CALL NUMBER(4.0, 6.0, . i ,Z,0.0, I ) 
10 CALL LINE(A,Y ,N , I ,0,0.XMIM-QA/2.,DX,YMIN-DY/2.,0Y) 
ZEF A*(Y(N)-YM IN)/DY+.6 
IFvY(N).LI.O.)ZE rA=X8-AdS(Y(N)-YMAX)/DY 
C ZEYA DEPENDS ON CHOICE OF AXIS 
C RE-AJJUSr AS REQUIRED 




BUaROUFINE GFX< X,Y,N,XMIN,XMAX,YMIN,YMAX,XI.YMIX, 
-MILJ,Nri3,VFL3,NV3) 
DIMENSION X(N ),Y(N) 
C0mm()N/A/FREQ,SD,SIGMA 
.< RI FE (6,401 4) U( I ), 1 = 1 , N) 
iRl FE(6,401 4) (Y ( J ), J* I ,N) 
40U FORMAT( I X, 1 OE I I . 4) 
I F( XI. IE. FI) RITE (6,4024) \ I, YMIX 
4024 FOR4AT(1X,*FMAX(*,F6.I,* KM)**,El 1.4) 
I F(NH3.LE.O)GO FO 10 
)X=(X A AX—XMIN )/5. 







CALL SYmB0L(0.6,6.6, . 
CALL 1UMBES(0 .3,6.6, . 
FALL SYMBOL(2 .0,6.0, . 
CALL NJMBER(2 .3,6.6,. 
CALL SYMBOL(3.5,6.5,. 
CALL NUMBER(3.S,6.5,. 
(Ft a I.ME.FI)CALL SYMBOL(2.0,6.0, 
IFUI.NE.FI ) CALL NUMdE3(2. 5,6.0, 
CALL LIN£(X,Y,n,I,0,0,XMIN—OX/2. 
R E F J R N 
ENO 
OF rILE- 
, Sri F=,0.0,3) 
.FREQ,0.0,I) 
,3riSD=,0.0,3) 
,SD,0.0, I ) 
, 6HSIGM A*,0.0,3 ) 







DOCUMENTATION OF NORMAL MODE 
PROGRAM FOR THE BILINEAR PROFILE 
AND PROGRAM LISTING 
P 




Related to eigenvalues via STK = kQ * 1-u 
where kQ is the source wavenumber 
ZM Depth coordinate (variable) 
ZMAT 
Depth coordinate at which up and down integrations meet 
ZMEET 
Depth coordinate where the two velocity gradients meet 
EN 
Index of refraction, n(z), as a function of depth. 
VM 






Source wavenumber squared 
BC 
Boundary condition value for eigenfunction 
SLOPE 
Slope of eigenfunction at the boundary 
TPT 
Turning point where eigenfunctions turn from oscillatory 
(exponentially decay) to exponentially decaying (oscillatory) 





Source frequency (HZ) 
IM 
First mode calculated (also equals the number of zero cross¬ 
ings in the mode) 
NM 
Last mode calculated (equals number, of zero crossings in the mode) 
NMINC 
Increment of successive modes to be calculated between IM 
and NM. 
NZW 
Number of depth points (spaced at DELZ) at which the normal¬ 





USES NUMBER« edit 
BEGIN TEXT EDITING. 
? ll* 
PROGRAM MAIN(INPUT.OUTPUT.TAPES*INPUT,TAPE6*0UTPUT.IAPE9) 
-INSTRUCTIONS FOR CHANGING DIMENSIONS 
CHANGE THE DIM LN U AND STK TO # OP MOOES REQ 
STEP I, SELECT NErt DIM FOR P, *15 TO 20 PCT ABOVE ZM, VM 
STEP 2, RS /OLD DIM/,/NErt DIM/12 
STEP 3, SELECT NErt DIM FOR ZM, VM * 2**N+I FOR SOME M 
STEP 4. RS /OLD/,/NErt/l10 







DATA NPTS,PI,DIVCX,UTEST/ 8001,3.14159265358979,I.S-40,l.E-4/ 
DATA H,rtX.PCTERR,NPMX/4000.,0.5,0.01,9601/,SLINIT/I.E-100/ 
NAMELI3T/VAL/FBGN,FMAG,NFG» IM.NM, NMINC,NZN 
: ENCZ>*l./<l.>EPS*<2.*<Z-Z0)/8-l.*EXP<2.*CZ0-Z)/B))> 
EN(Z>*I./C I .Q06I06525-H .6774IE-5*Z) 
VCZ)»l.-£NCZ>**2 
RErtIND 9 .- 
S?S*3*G/C0*0.5 
EPSO*SQRT (EPS) .- 
DELZ*H/CNPTS-») 




DO 10 l»l,NPTS -- --- - - -- • - 
ZM(I)-OELZ*(I—1 ) 
IF(ZM(I).GT.ZMEET)GO TO 300 - - —. — 
VM( I) *1 .-< I ./Cl . ^3.43765 E-5*ZM(L))) *»2 
GO TO 10 • - ------ - - - - 
300 VMU)*VCZM(in 
ID CONTINUE -——~ -• -.4- V* 
IMID*FLOATCNPTS)*ZMAT/H - 
IFCZMC IMID-H ) -ZMAT. LT.ZMAT—ZM-C IMID )-T IMID-IMID-M -- 
NMIQ-NPTS-IMIDH - 




NMD l *NMID—I - -.-- - - 
XSHFT-NPMX-NPTS 
VL£FT*VMCl) - ■ -- 
VRT-VCH) 
rtRITEC6,81JVLEFT.VRT 
31 FORMAT(1X,*VLEFT»*. F10.5,* VRT»*.Ft0.5) 
X0SQ*U ----- -- 
1 RE.AD VAL / 
I F< EOFC 5 1)1 OO.Z 
2 PRINT VAL 
ifcfbgn.lt.a.) stop 
NSKP»CNPTS-I)/CNZrt-l) 
IM*IM*I -- -- - - - 
NM-NM-H 
FRAT*I0.**< l./FMAG) 
IFCFBCN.EQ.O.) GO TO 23 
F-F3GN/FRAI 









3545 FORM AX (**i ROTE HEADER*) 
RATIO-KOSO/OLDKSQ 
DO II .k*i,npts 




DO 20 I»IM,NM,NMINC 
M-I-l 








16 UG<((3.*Pl*3.48765E—5/(2.*KQ) )*(FLOAT(2*M)*1.5 ))**(2./3.) 
IF(3.48763E-6.LT.DIVCO UG<(FL0AT(2*M*l)*PI*.5/H/K0)**2 
UINC-UG 
GO TO 13 
I 7 UINOUd )-*(.((FL0ATC2*M) * I. d) / (FLOAT (2-*IM>—. 5)) **(2 ./3 .J—I .) 
GO TO 19 




DO 50 LL*I ,10 T- - : _ 
A—I.E50 " . . . 
8B*1.E50 - . -..' -.. -—_...___ 
C HRITE(6,72)2MAT,H,88 
IFOJG.LT.VLEFT) CALL TURfUO. ,ZQ,A) -. .... 
IFCUG.LT.VRT) CALL TURNCZO.H.38) 
C riflITE(6.72)ZMAr.H.8S _ - .' - 
C 72 FORMAT(I X,*ZMAT,H.38**,3FI0.5) 
IFIUG.GE. VLEFT.OA.UG.GE.VRT) GO TO 60 .... _ 
XINT-O. 
UDER-O. -.. ... ". 
KL»FLOAT(NPTS—1)*A/H*I. 
<U»FLOAT (NPTS—1 )-*88/H* 1 - - 
OO 40 «»<L.KU 
- ARG»UG-VM(KK)/KQSQ ---- ... 
lFCARG.Lr.U.)WRlTE(6.26)ARG 
26 FORMATC I X.*ARG**, E1 1.4-) - _ ^ . 
IF(AfiG.LE.DIVCJC) GO TO 4a 
sq-soutcarg) • — . — - l"-' . 
UOER-UDER-K3.5/SO 
XIMI»XINT*Sa ~.— -- 
40 CONTINUE . . - 
XINT«K0*XrNT*0EL2 - 
UO£R-KO*UDER*QELZ -- 
IFCABSCXINT—A<3) .LE.0LD1 *wKBX GO TO-60 
O NflITE(6,25)UDER 
C 25 FORMATCIX.*U0ER**,EI1.4) •• 
UINC*(N<B—XINT)/UDERv 
UC-UG-HJINC 
50 IF(UG.LE-UGL) UG-UGL*. I *ABS(U INC) 
nRITE(6, l 002) M.XINT,AK3 
1002 FORMAT(*ONO AKB CONV FOR M0DE*.I6,*ACTT0N El 1.4»*rtKB**.EI 1.4) 









DO 70 KK-I*50 
SUB»KOSQ*UG 
tFCKK.EQ. I ) GO TO 51 
A—i.EoO 
3B-l.E50 
IFCUG.LT.VLEFT) CALL TURN(0. .20,A ) - 
IFCUG.LT.VRT) CALL TURNCZO,H.BQ) 
I tiRIT£(6»72) ZMAl,H« 33 
51 ZL-AMAXl(0.,A) 
ZR-AMIN1 (68,H> - 
OSCMAX-CZR-ZU/FLOATCL)*OSPCT 














CALL INTESP (I MI 0*NMI D-KD UM, KM . P. N PMX, 0) 
CALL INTERP (IREF+IMID—KM, IAB, P,NPMX, XM+NPTS-H ) 
SUM-0. 
DO 63 K-IMDI.KM 
IF(P(K)*P(K-l).LT.O..OR.P(K).EQ.O.> NOOI-NODI-I 
63 SUM»SUM-P(K)**2 
PINT!-PINTl*0ELZ*(SU«-O.5*(PCIMIQ)**2-P( KM) **2)) 
IRF1-IREF-H 
sum-0. :: _ . 
DO 66 K-IRFl, IAB ' ' ‘ \ 
SUM-SUM—PCK)**2 ' V. . 
. IFCP(K)*P(K-1 ) .LT.Q..OR. P(K).EQ.O.) fiO02-NO02-l 
'NO0I-NO01+NO02 
PIN T2-PI NT2«-0ELZ*( S UM-O. 5* (P ( I REF) **2-° (I AB > **2 ) ) 
IFCP-t IMID)*P( IR£r).Gr.O. ) GO TO 67 - 
rFLAG-[FUG>i ■ , ' 
IF(M.EQ.O)rtRITE(6,247)M, IFUG - 
FORMAT!*ITERS. FOR CONVERG. » MODE *, I3,*-*.I3) 
IFIIFUG.GT.50X GO TO 78 . .... 
KL-OSCMAX/DELZ 
IFUMOl.GT.KMl GO TO 249 -.. . .. 
DO 24Q (C-r.MQI .KM 
IF(P(K)*PCIREF*7MID-K).GT.QIVCK) CO TO 260 
24Q CONTINUE 
249 IFURF1 .GT.IAB) GO TO 252 ..- . . .... . 
DO 250 K-IRFI.IAB 
IF(P.(Ki-*P(IMID*IR£P-K).GT.QIVCK) GO- TO 270 
250 CONTINUE ..... 
252 IFCNODl.Ea.Mi. CO TO-994. ---•—-„ 
GO TO 61 „ ,* .. 
260 IMIQ-fC - ._ --, — ~.T - — 
IFCK+KL.CT.KM) KL-KM—(C 
IF(P(K+KL)-*PC IREr*-! MID-K—KLi.GILQIVCKl IMID—IMID-HCL 
GO TO 280 ... . . „ 
270 l MI 0«IMID-K^I REE 
IFCK>KL-GT.JABi KL-IABHC -* 
IFCPCK*KLi*PCIREF-*-IMID-K-KLi.Gr.DIVaCi. IMID-IMIQ-KL 
280 MMIQ—NPTS—IMID+’l • - _ 
IMDI-IMID-H - . .-L... 








- --a. ... 













67 IFCNOOI-Ml Tl .68,-75 ■ 
63 RATIO-PC IMIDJ/P! I REF) . - 
CALL OERIV(P.IMIO,IMID»l,D£RL> 
<-*»[ t HPOtVCR rDPC- [urn —I DPpG) 
UINC*PCIMID)*!DERL/RATIO-QERR)/!CPINT.l/RATro*PINT2*RATta}*KOSO) 
IF(UG*ULINC.GT• UGH) UINC=*0.5*C UGH-UG) 
IFC UG-HJINC.LT.UGL) UINC-0.5*! UGL-UC) 
GO TO 79 
UGL-AMAXl!UGL,UG) 
GO TO 77 - - - 
UCH-AMINl!UGH,UG) 
UINC*0.5*CUGLHIGH>-UG 
IF!M.LE.O.OR.NODI.LE.O) GO TO 19 
UOER«UG*<FLOAT( M)/FLOAT(NOOl >—I.) 
IF(A3S(UINC).GT.2.*A3S(UDERJ) UINC’UDER 
UG-UG+UINC _ ^ *•-■■■_ 
IF(A3S(UINC).L£. UTE5 f*UG) GO TO 30 
CONTINUE 
"RIi.'E!6, 1170) M, <K, IFLAG 
FORMAT!IX,»CONV FAILURE FOR*,13,* EVALUE»,*KK=*.13,* IFLAG**,13) 
DO 32 K-*l ,NMD I 
PP«P!KM*NMID-K) 




DO 34 K-KL.KU 
P (K) *P (NPMX—iC+XL) 
IFCKU.GE.NPTS) GO TO 90 
KMOV»NPTS-KU 
DO 36 K»l,KMOV . 
P (NPMX-X* I) »P (NPTS-K* I) 
(CL-KU*l .. 
GO TO 33 
IFCUG.GE.I.O> GO TO 21 --- ____ - ‘ 
CALL INTERP!I.NPTS.P.NPTS.O) 
PINT!*0, - ...... -L . 
DO 92 K*l ,NPT5,NSKP : : . 
P INTI »P INTI *P(K)**2 ..._ . 2_ L. 
P INTI-S0RT(D£L2*FL0AT(NSKP)*( PINT »-0.5*CP( 1)**2*P<NPTS) **2>)) 
DO 9 I K»l ,NPTS*NSKP __ _ . . 
POC)-PC(C)/PINTI 
IF!NZrt.LE.I) GO TO 94 
flfiITE(9) !P!K),JC*I ,.NPTS,N51C?) 
rtRITEI6*3546) NZ'rt.l.A.Sd 
FORMATC*0«R0TE EFCT*,I6,I5,* TPTS**%2FI0.I ) 
KNIM-KNTM+l -^ ,-.... — - - ._ . 
U(KNTM)»UG ' * 
IFCUG.LI-VLEFT.ANO.UG.LT.VRT) NRR»NRR*l ........ 
STIC UCNTM)*iC0* SORT! I .-UG) 
aRITE!6, 7070) XNTM.STKC iCNTM) .. ... 
FORMAT!IX,*STK(*.14,*)**,F10.7) 
CONTINUE ->---- ... -- 
«RITE<9). (STKCI).I-t.KNTM) 
ARITEC6.6663) F,NRR.<NT.VC, CSTKC I) , I»).iGiTMi ---- 
FORMAT! F3.3,213*10EIl.5) . _ . 
CONTINUE - — •• - - L-' ~L>~ •.. ■ ... 
0IF23«STK!2)-STXC3) ' • 
0IF2526-5TKC25>-STKC26> — - -... 
DIF9Q9l*ST!CC90)-5TKC9l) J. 
DIF2021 »STK U 20)-STKC 121) 
rtRITE(6,263)DIF23.DIF2526,DIF909l.0IF2021 
FORMAT!4E11.5) - 
GO TO l . . 








































1991 FORMAT(*SIGN CHANGE AT NEn MATCH PT, MODE*, 14) 
GO TO 666 ■' - 
994 NRITEC6.1994) PIIMID),PIIREF),TMID.I REF,KM.IAS 
1994 FORMAT!*PROBLEM. NODE AT MID*.2= 1 1.3.416) 






COMMON/GEN/UG.ZMC 800 1) ,Z0. FACT, DELZ.K0. DIVCK, S08,SU8. 
♦ (COSO, VM(800 1) ,H-12,HI 6,EXPMAX,OSCMAX ,PS,TPT,SLOPE, EPS,3 
NOQES-O 






161 FORMAT:IX,*OSCMAX**,FI 0.5,* DELZ**,FI 0.5,* II*) 








162 FORMAT!1X,*HTST»*,FI0.5,* DELZ**,F10.5»* 18*) 
• IFIHTST.LT.OELZ) GO TO 500  
Z2*0ELZ 
DO 120 NSK»I.100 . .1 . 
ZZ*2.*ZZ 
IFCHTST.LT.ZZ) GO TO ISO - T - 
120 CONTINUE 
rtRITEI6»1020) HTST 









FOWMUO-SUB r " 
IFtHMAX^NE.OSCMAX.AND.SLOPE.EQ.l.E50) 
- * POCA)*PS*EXP(HH/2.*CSQRT!Fl)*SQRTIFO))*0.25*AL0C(FI/F0)) 





ca ra iso- - - - 
140 <*<*NSK . '. 
KA-KA+NASK -■ - - - - —- 
IF(KA.GT.NP) GO- TO 700 
F0*MMI?C)-SU8 - --- - - . - ..- - 
IFIA8SC l.-FF*FO).L£.OIVCJC) GO TO 600 
PIKA) »CPI KA-NASK)-*(2.* 10.*FF*Fl )-P! KA-2*NASfO *1 l FF*F2)) / 
*- C l »—FF*FQ) 
KMAX*KA 
if:pi.ka)*p<ka-nask).lt.o..or.p:ka).eq.o.) nooes-ncdes-h 
if::zm:k*nsk)-t?T)*c tpt-zmck)).ce.o.) hmax*amini (hmax.oscmax) 
IF(ASSIFO).LE.DIVCX) HTST»HMAX 

















IF!riH.GT.O.5*HTST) GO TO 150 
IF!.<A.LE.2*NASK.0R.KA*2*NASK.GT.NP.0R.KA*NASlC.GT.rMID+l > GO TO 160 
IF (!ZM(K*2*NSK)—TPT) *! TPT-ZM! K)).LT.O,) GO TO 14-7 
HMAX*AMINICHMAX.OSCMAX) 
HTST*AMINICHTST.HMAX) 
IF!HH.GT.0.5*HTST) GO TO 150 





C <iRirE!6, I64)NASK 
C 164- FORMAT! IX,»NASK**, 15,* 67*) 
CO TO 170 
150 IF! HH.LE.HTST .OR.KA—IM.ID.GE.4 ) GO TO 160 
PINT*PINT*.5*HH*P!KA)**2 






IF!A8SC2.+IQ.*FF*F2).LE.DIVCK) GO TO 600 
PCKA-NASK)*!P!KA)*<I.-FF*FO) ♦ P!KA—2*N ASK)*!1 .—FF*F1))/ 
* !2.*I0.*FF*F2) 
IF!HH.LE.HTST) GO TO 155 
F1-F2 
- IF!NASK.LT.2. )rtRITE!6. 163)NASK- v 
163 FORMAT! IX,*NASK»*, 15.* 81*) ■ - - - 
CO TO 152 
155 PINT»PINT*.5*HH*P!KA)**Z 
GO TO I 7a ^ • 
160 -F2-FI - 
PINT»PINT*HH*PCKA)**2 T 
l7O~Fl*F0 .- -- - • - — - - 
IF<KA—IMID.LT.4) GO TO 140 ... 
PINT*PINT-0.5*rtH*P!!CA)**2 ... 
RETURN N 
500 rtRI IE! 6. 1 500) HTST.K.ZM!K) - - 
1500 FORMATC*MAA STPSIZ**, F14.6»* TOO SMALL* K-*,I6.* Z**.F9.2) 
STOP • — —--- - 
600 *RITE!6.1600) K.ZMCK) . - 
1600 FORMAT!*01V BY 0 Al K»», 13,* Z-*,F3.2) 
STOP 
700 4RITEC6. L700) K - - ----- — - 
1700 FORMAT(*OVESFLONED STORAGE, <*»,.I6) 
STOP - - . -—.vK-jr-r- • 
ENQ 
SUBROUTINE INTERP! LL,IU, P‘, NPMXVKQFF) - : r: - - 
dimension pci ) . 
REAL KO,KOSO ' — ' - - -- - 
COMMUN/GEN/'UG.ZM! 8001) ,Za^ACT.DELZ.Ka.QIvaC,S08.SUB.KOSO.VM< 30 
*10X - - -■ --——tz.;—-—rvr—rv — 
OO 80 K»l.IL 
IFCP! ILHC*1 ).NE,1 .E60) GO TO 84. , ' -.v- 
80 CONTINUE • - : - * - - ' .. '* 
GQ TO 98 • • ■■vt-r' --3T^r rrr-,^'r • ^-—— 
84- 11 * I LHC* I 
QO 35- K-IU.NPMX .' --- >’ 
IFCPCK) .NE.I.E60) GO TO 87 
85 CONTINUE — •. ■ V, - ' ~ =- 
GO TO 98 
87 I2-< -rj -v - 
IFCKOFF.EQ.O) KC»t r- '_ 




• t i 

DO 90 <K*H.I2 — 
IFINSK.GT.I.AND.P(KK).NE.I.E60) GO TO 92 
IFCP(KK) ,E<3. I .E60) NSK*NSK-M 
GO TO 90 - - 
92 KL*IOC-HSJC . 
KU-KK-I 
FF»<D£LZ*NSK)**2/I2. t. —: 
94 NSK»NSK/2 
FF-FF/4. 
DO 93 K*KL,KU,NS'< 
IF<?(K).NE.I,E60) GO TO 93 --- - - - ' 
L«KC*K>KOFF 
F2«2.-H0.*<VMCL>-SU8)*FF -- 
IF(ABS(F2).LE.QIVCK) GO TO 97 ' , 
PdC)»<P<K+f*SK)*U .-FF*(VM(L4NSK)-SUB)) ' 
*. ♦P(K-NSK)*(1FF*(VM(L-NSK)—SUBl))/F2 
93 CONTINUE - ' 
IF<NSK.GT.l) GO TO 94 
90 CONTINUE 
RETURN - ’ 
97 nRITE<6, 1097) K,ZM(K) 
1097 FORMAT(*0IV CHECK IN INTERP AT K»*,I3,* Z-+.F8.2) 
STOP 
98 ARITS(6,1098) K 





C0MM0N/GEN/UG,ZJ4C8U01 ) ,Z0,FACT,DELZ,K0,0IVCK.SQ8,SU8,K0SQ,VM( 80 
♦01) 6,DUM( 7) 
I2»ISGN*ISGN 
AI»0.5*(PU + ISGN)-P( I-ISGN)) 
B1-*HI2*((VM< IA^ l)—SU8)-*P (I ♦ ISGN) — (VM( IA-1 >-SU8)*P< I-ISGN)) 
w • A2«0.5*(P<I*I2>-PCI-I2)) • - — 
B2-HI2*((VM( lA*2>-SUB)*P<I*I2)-<VM(rA-2)-SUa)*PC I-I2)) 
DER*H16*(—A I♦!.J 5625*A2-7.4*9J-.425*82) 
RETURN 
END ‘ • * - - 
SUBROUTINE TURN(ZLL.ZRR,ZT) 
COMMON/GEN/UG.ZMC8001),Z0,FACT, DELZ,<0,DIVCK.SC8,SUB,KOSO, 
♦- VM<800i ),H12,HI 6.£XPMAX,0SCMAX,3C»TPT, SLOPE.EPS,3 
REAL KO.KOSQ — • • 
DATA ZMEET/337.3323427/ 
El (Z)»U/( I .006106525-M .6-7741 &-5*Z) 
VI(Z)-I.-El(Z)**2 
E2(Z)»I ./U .*3~43765£-5*Z) -.- ■ 
V2(Z)»I.-E2(Z)**2 
ZL*ZLL - - - —- - - - * 
ZR»ZRR ,r 
IF<ZL.LE.ZMEET)GO TO 25 . , 
VL-VKZL7 
GOTO 22 .- . - - - - 
25 VL-V2(ZL) 
22. IFCZR.Lc.ZMEET)GO TO 27 -- .— 
VR»VI(ZR) 
GO TO- 23 - - - —x--- . - • - •. 
27 VR»V2(ZR) 
28 DO 10 I»1.40 - - -- - "—■>   .- 
ZT».5*<ZL>ZR) - -*--■« - 
IF<ZX.LE.ZMST)Ga TO 29 ■ ' 
VT«VI (ZI> ^ 
GO TO 30 - r ... .. ... .... 
29 VT-V2(zrr T"?~•' 
—20_LEURSI. RETURN_—_:_I_' - .V,~ ■,»!, 

Page 46 
IF(CVL-UG )»(UG-VT).Ce.O-J GO TO 5 ^__ ^ 
VL»VT 
ZL»ZT 
GO TO 10 • .. 
5 VR-VT 
ZR-ZT - - —-.. - —- -- 
10 CONTINUE 
rtRITE(6,IOOO> UG,VL.VT,VR 
1000 FORMATC* I X.COULDNT FIND V»U„ UG.'/L.VT,VR*»,4E13^6) 
STOF -• • — 
END 
-END OF FILE- -- -- - - - - - - • 
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